“This is a White Man’s Country”: Challenging and Communicating White Supremacy in 1898 Wilmington, North Carolina

It was November 10, 1898, and the white men in Wilmington, North Carolina were ready to kill. The men loaded their guns before descending on Wilmington’s burgeoning black community. They set fire to the press building of the Daily Record, one of the only African American newspapers of its time, before perpetrating a massacre. As terrified black citizens fled from their homes or fell dead, white men also overthrew Wilmington’s duly elected biracial government. This uprising was the Wilmington Insurrection, the only successful coup in American history.¹ The Wilmington Coup was prompted by a white supremacist propaganda campaign that occurred because of African American economic, social, and political progress. This racist movement mobilized white voters with written and spoken propaganda and intimidated black voters with physical violence to undo the racial progress that was catalyzed during Reconstruction. Ultimately, the insurrection fundamentally reshaped the expectations for black advancement that prevailed in 1898 Wilmington and advanced white supremacy, which has had—and continues to have—a far-reaching legacy.

I. Challenging White Supremacy

Between the Civil War of the 1860s and the 1898 coup, Wilmington’s African American community made significant and visible socioeconomic and political progress. Even after Reconstruction ended in 1877, black Wilmington fulfilled the era’s promise to advance political and civil equality by challenging race-based segregation, discrimination, and voter suppression.² In the 1890s, Wilmington’s black population outnumbered its white population, and sections of


the two communities were integrated. Blacks and whites patronized many of the same shops and lived in many of the same neighborhoods. Wilmington also boasted a thriving black middle class. Indeed, rates of black property ownership in Wilmington were among the highest in the nation. Black businesses were built next to white ones, and several black businesses were in fields typically dominated by whites, such as medicine and law.

The black community in Wilmington organized several conspicuous displays of their socioeconomic advancements. Every January, African Americans paraded through the city to commemorate the Emancipation Proclamation of 1863. Furthermore, every May, the black community celebrated Memorial Day, which many white North Carolinians viewed as an oppressive holiday for fallen Union soldiers. Black residents also organized award-winning volunteer fire companies that showcased black progress by marching through the streets. These displays challenged white supremacy by demonstrating that the African American community was prominent, respectable, and flourishing.

In the 1890s, black North Carolinians also made significant political progress. The 1868 Fourteenth Amendment made blacks American citizens, and the 1870 Fifteenth Amendment gave black men the right to vote. Despite these landmark Reconstruction Amendments, in 1876, conservative North Carolinian Democrats regained statewide political control. But then, in
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the early 1890s, many white farmers and laborers turned away from the Democratic Party because of an economic recession.\textsuperscript{11} In response, Populists and Republicans built a biracial political alliance called Fusion, and, in 1894, they gained control of the state legislature.\textsuperscript{12} In 1896, North Carolina elected its first post-Reconstruction Republican governor. By 1897, Wilmington had a Fusionist mayor and police chief, and Fusionists controlled the city and county governments.\textsuperscript{13} Indeed, Fusion was the most successful Southern biracial alliance in the post-Reconstruction Era.\textsuperscript{14}

African Americans gained sociopolitical influence by not only voting but also taking over leadership positions previously occupied by whites. For instance, George White, from North Carolina’s Second District, became the only African American to serve in the U.S. Congress from 1897 to 1901.\textsuperscript{15} In Wilmington, African Americans became postmasters, police officers, magistrates, and aldermen.\textsuperscript{16}

To Democrats, increasing black political influence was a threat. In the 1898 North Carolinian Democratic Handbook, the party advocated for systemic white supremacy and declared that “this is a white man’s country and white men must control and govern it.”\textsuperscript{17} The handbook continues by emphasizing North Carolinian black political engagement, which was exemplified by the 1896 election, in which 87% of eligible black voters cast a ballot.\textsuperscript{18} In other
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words, African Americans became targets for the Democratic Party because of their growing political presence. To suppress the black political voice, which had been amplified by Reconstruction, Democrats launched a white supremacy propaganda campaign to make white North Carolinians fear “negro domination.”

II. Communicating White Supremacy

For months before the Wilmington Insurrection, a group of white elites directed a three-pronged white supremacy campaign made up of men who could write, speak, and ride. This campaign occurred because of black progress, and it opposed the Reconstruction-era promise to advance black political equality by undermining the possibility of interracial alliances like Fusion and intimidating black voters.

Men Who Could Write

One of the most visible parts of the Democratic campaign was the use of written propaganda; several pro-Democratic newspapers, including the News and Observer; the Wilmington Messenger, and the Wilmington Morning Star, were used to promote white supremacy. For months before Election Day, these newspapers portrayed Eastern North Carolina, which included Wilmington, as a region that needed Democratic “white rule” because it was overtaken by “negro domination.” This message was utilized to convince Fusionists to abandon their party. Indeed, the News and Observer frequently featured reports of “life-long” Republicans or Populists abandoning biracial Fusionism and adhering to “the color line” because they deplored black political influence.

In addition, in August, in response to an editorial written by middle-class black
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Wilmingtonian Alexander Manly, Democratic propaganda began to relentlessly remind white men to defend white womanhood from African Americans. Manly was the editor of the Daily Record, North Carolina’s only black daily. In August, he wrote an editorial responding to a speech given by Rebecca Felton, a white woman who believed consensual relationships between black men and white women were impossible. In her speech, Felton promoted the myth of the black male rapist and declared that she supported lynching blacks up to “a thousand times a week” to protect white women. In response, Manly argued that white women often lied about being raped and explained that black men “were sufficiently attractive for white girls… to fall in love with them.” On August 23, the Wilmington Morning Star reprinted Manly’s editorial under the headline “Vile and Villainous: Outrageous Attack on White Women.” Furthermore, almost every day in the months leading up to the election, the Wilmington Messenger reprinted excerpts of Manly’s article with the title “Slander of White Women by Negro Editor.” Since Manly ran a newspaper, he epitomized the highly visible success of black Wilmington. Thus, Democratic newspapers’ reactions to Manly’s editorial indicate that the white supremacist campaign as a whole was a response to African American progress.

Editorial cartoons published in the News and Observer also played a critical role in Democratic propaganda. These cartoons were displayed on the frontpage of the paper and illustrated white fears of black advancement. For instance, on September 27, the newspaper ran a cartoon captioned “The Vampire That Hovers Over North Carolina.” This cartoon depicts a
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black male vampire with “Negro Rule” written on his wings towering over a “Fusion Ballot Box” and reaching toward terrified white men and women. Since the vampire, which represents “Negro Rule,” is next to a “Fusion Ballot Box”, the cartoon deceitfully suggests that blacks were in complete control of the biracial Fusionist movement. Thus, the cartoon denies the possibility of interracial democracy, which was exemplified by biracial Fusionism and Reconstruction governments. In addition, by drawing a black “man” chasing white women, the cartoonist alludes to the myth of the black male rapist and racist fears of miscegenation, which the Manly editorial intensified. Furthermore, the dehumanization of a black man in the form of a vampire references white fears that African Americans were “consuming” the white race politically, socially, and sexually. Similar to the writing in Democratic newspapers, white supremacist cartoons were reactions to black sociopolitical progress.

Men Who Could Speak and Ride

Democrats also used speakers and riders to mobilize white voters and intimidate African Americans. Speakers were Democrats who traveled throughout North Carolina to give speeches. These orators spread fear of “negro domination” and, in the last weeks of the Democratic campaign, they were in every available town hall and commons in North Carolina. One notable speaker was Alfred Moore Waddell, a former U.S. congressman. Two weeks before Election Day, Waddell gave a speech to white men and “many ladies” in Wilmington. The Wilmington Morning Star reported that Waddell declared:

[If] white supremacy in North Carolina [is not established]… disaster, social, commercial
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By highlighting the “many ladies” in his audience and referencing Manly’s editorial, Waddell portrays Democrats as defenders of white womanhood against African Americans. In addition, Waddell emphasizes that Manly’s editorial could not have occurred “five years ago” and specifically mentions the possibility of “social, commercial and political” disaster. In other words, his speech references and responds to the socioeconomic and political progress of African Americans in the 1890s. Waddell concludes by proclaiming that Democrats were willing to resort to violence, which foreshadowed the massacre of November 10.

Choking “the Cape Fear [R]iver with carcasses” also alludes to the third branch of the Democratic propaganda strategy: men who could ride. Men who could write and speak targeted whites so that they would vote for Democrats on Election Day. In contrast, men who could ride disenfranchised African Americans through violent intimidation. Members of a white vigilante group known as the Red Shirts played a major role in this part of the Democratic campaign. In the months preceding the election, the Red Shirts traveled throughout North Carolina terrorizing black voters. One black man described how he was “whipped out of politics” when Red Shirts invaded his home and assaulted him. Since the black vote was essential to the African American political voice, by intimidating black voters, the Red Shirts were also responding to Reconstruction-era-catalyzed African American political progress.

III. Massacre, Coup, and Legacy
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In the end, Democrats swept the November 8, 1898 election and regained control of the state legislature; the white supremacy campaign successfully mobilized whites against black progress and the promises of Reconstruction. However, whites who had been inflamed by Democratic propaganda were not satisfied: they wanted a complete overhaul of Wilmington’s government. The day after the election, the *Wilmington Messenger* called for a meeting in the city courthouse. During the meeting, white men signed what is now known as the White Declaration of Independence. This document proclaimed that they would “never again be ruled by men of African origin” and demanded that Manly “leave this City forever” and stop printing his newspaper. In addition, a resolution in the final version of the Declaration called for the resignation of Wilmington’s Fusionist police chief and mayor. Since the White Declaration of Independence targeted Manly as well as black and Fusionist political leaders, it responded to African American sociopolitical growth.

The day after the Declaration was signed, armed white men traveled to the printing office of the *Daily Record*. The men did not find Manly, who had left Wilmington, but they burned down his press building. Then, around an hour after the building was destroyed, shots were fired between blacks and whites; ultimately, whites suffered no casualties, while as many as sixty African Americans were murdered. In addition, during the massacre, hundreds of frightened black Wilmingtonians fled from the city. The *New York Times* reported that these black “men,
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women and children [were] in a starving condition” on November 13 when they returned to the city.\textsuperscript{47} While African Americans were dying or fleeing, white men also forced Wilmington’s mayor, police chief, and board of alderman, four of whom were black, to resign at gunpoint.\textsuperscript{48} Waddel, the Democratic orator who threatened “to choke the Cape Fear [R]iver with carcasses,” became Wilmington’s new mayor.\textsuperscript{49}

Due to the propaganda campaign, massacre, and insurrection, the economic, social, and political progress of 1890s black Wilmington regressed significantly, and Reconstruction-era civil rights advancements were undone. After white men destroyed the \textit{Daily Record}, Wilmington did not have a regular black newspaper until 1927—the events of 1898 sabotaged black discourse.\textsuperscript{50} Furthermore, whites banished black socioeconomic leaders from the city. Lisa Adams, the great-granddaughter of William Everett Henderson, Wilmington’s most prominent black lawyer, described how “Red Shirts came [into his house] and gave him one-way tickets to Indianapolis.”\textsuperscript{51} By targeting leading members of the African American community, like Henderson, whites crippled black progress. Other African Americans abandoned Wilmington voluntarily, and those who remained were subject to heightened discrimination. By 1900, there was a considerable decrease in the number of employed blacks and business-owning blacks in Wilmington.\textsuperscript{52} In addition, once they were in office, Democrats passed Jim Crow legislation to enforce racial segregation and oppression. For instance, Democrats enacted a poll tax and a literacy test to disenfranchise African Americans. Indeed, between 1898 and the Civil Rights era, 
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North Carolinian black political participation was virtually nonexistent, and no black Americans served in Wilmington’s city or county government. These socioeconomic and political regressions indicate that the white supremacy campaign and insurrection responded to and reversed late 19th-century black progress.

The events in Wilmington also had significant consequences beyond the borders of North Carolina. The 1898 massacre and coup showed white supremacists all over the United States that they could murder blacks and overthrow a duly elected government in broad daylight. The Wilmington Massacre set a precedent for other acts of racial violence, such as the 1921 Tulsa Massacre, which also targeted thriving black communities that challenged white supremacy.

The Wilmington Insurrection also advanced a national movement to not only abandon but also undo Reconstruction era-catalyzed racial progress, which has had long-lasting consequences. Just two years after the Supreme Court legalized racial segregation in the 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson decision, the federal government did not condemn the events in Wilmington. This federal response tacitly permitted the violent oppression and disenfranchisement of African Americans and the reversal of Reconstruction-era racial advancements. Indeed, throughout the 20th century, enabled by Plessy v. Ferguson and federal permittance, Jim Crow legislation similar to that of post-1898 North Carolina prevailed all over America and prevented black Americans from exercising their civil rights. Furthermore, today, the legacy of white supremacy remains significant—white supremacists attempted a coup on the federal government and black Americans are still disenfranchised.

In 1898, the North Carolinian Democratic party responded to black socioeconomic and political progress by launching a propaganda campaign that culminated in the Wilmington Insurrection and the reversal of Reconstruction-era racial progress. The events of 1898 illustrate the power of communication in establishing institutionalized racism. The propaganda campaign promoted white supremacy; the coup led to the suppression of black discourse by destroying a black newspaper and sabotaging the black political voice. Yet the converse is also true: the events of Wilmington indicate that communication can be harnessed to fight racism. The writers, speakers, and activists of this generation will ultimately drive America to be more than just a “white man’s country.”
Appendix A:

The cartoon “The Vampire That Hovers Over North Carolina” was published in the *News and Observer* on September 27, 1898 as a part of the “men who could write” branch of the Democratic white supremacy campaign. This cartoon illustrates a dehumanized black “man” and references white fears of “negro domination” and miscegenation.

Appendix B:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1897 Total</th>
<th>1897 Black</th>
<th>1897 White</th>
<th>1900 Total</th>
<th>1900 Black</th>
<th>1900 White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Directory Entries</td>
<td>7,663</td>
<td>3,786</td>
<td>3,875</td>
<td>8,381</td>
<td>3,656</td>
<td>4,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Occupation Listed</td>
<td>6,894</td>
<td>3,498</td>
<td>3,396</td>
<td>6,374</td>
<td>2,562</td>
<td>3,812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Business Owners</td>
<td>1005</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>771</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table summarizes Wilmington’s 1897 and 1900 city directories. The table’s three rows show the changes in (1) population, (2) employment, and (3) business ownership for Wilmington’s black and white communities directly before and after the insurrection of 1898. The first row of numbers demonstrates that, following the coup, there was a decrease in the black population and an increase in the white population. In addition, there was a 25% decline in the number of black business owners (216 to 162), and only a 2% decline in the number of white business owners (789 to 771). The table indicates that the coup led to unfavorable living and working conditions for Wilmington’s black community.
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